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About This Game

Roguemance is a roguelite with romance. Each battle is a date! Meet love interests, fight relationship problems and make heart-
breaking decisions.

EACH BATTLE IS A DATE

Fight by your lover's side! Combat is where you get to know them and find out if they are a good fit for you. Compromise or
die!

A LOVE FOR EVERYONE

Everyone deserves love! You'll surely find a partner that fits you in Roguemance.
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FIND PROCEDURAL LOVE

Procedurally generated companions with distinct appearances, personalities and abilities. Find one you love!

EXPLORE THE HEARTIPELAGO

A heart-shaped island is the setting you will explore. But this land of love is in trouble! Can you mend your broken heart?

GROW RELATIONSHIPS

Each partner has an opinion on what to do and where to go. Keep them happy or they will break up. Or find someone who suits
you!
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roguemance download. roguemance steam. roguemance gameplay

THE USERNAMES AND PASSWORDS DONT WORK. Actually a pretty solid puzzle game. It can be a bit tricky at first, but
you eventually learn some tricks to maneuvering around levels efficiently. Time trial achievements can be intimidating at first,
but you'll learn that you actually have plenty of time to work with.. If you love soccer do yourself a favor and pick this one up.
Fun, simple and a developer who is working with the community to add and improve to make it even more fun. 5 stars. :-).
Genuinely tense experience! 8\/10

This game has now become a staple when I introduce friends and family to VR...

You'll be putting your spacial hearing to the test trying to work out exactly where the raptor is coming from....and as it gets later
in the night you'll be spinning circles trying to work out where the buggers are coming from.
. Wasnt very scary
. Great couch pvp for up to 4 players. Good variety, easy to pick up, hard to master, etc. In rotation with Towerfall and Rocket
League for when friends and family are around. Buy it!. Fun silly game, my little brother loves it.. Poor billy, killed on a bridge,
the UFO destroyed the bridge he died on, and thats how he died. How are we gonna tell his parents? Oh wait, they're dead too!
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This is quite an acceptably good game and it is fun to play. BBBBBBUUUUUUTTTTT, I hope they will improve the game by
enabling the workshop-in-game, a level editor, online with friends and different game modes.. It's a lot like GORN, except more
serious and way harder. But, if it's a lot like GORN, why am I giving a negative review?

Three reasons:
1 - Sound effects are sub par and get annoying quickly.
2 - Enemies like to spasm and strike through themselves in a way that can't be blocked intentionally.
3 - The last update for this game was AGES ago, and that's my biggest issue.

If the developer continued to refine and improve this product, I would 100% recommend it. It's a good game, and it'll definitely
give you a workout and scratch that VR Swordplay itch better than anything else out there (even GORN). I just can't bring
myself to recommend something that the developer seems to have abandoned. Last update I saw was the Shields update, which
was great, but the game still doesn't have enough polish.. what a bad game? how to jump ? 3 point? are you folish? this game
just make me feel unhappy!. Wonderful game! Great sound track. Just a overall amazing game! I love the the idea of the game!
It is wonderful. There is a few bugs here and there but still a wonderful game!. really is just a great game its the man or monster
but super addition :D highly fun and u should try manormonster.io to try the free version that is not really like a free version
more just an io game version. Didn't have to play this one very long to realize how big of a waste of time this was. Not to
mention that I lost 3 dollars. This game is exactly what it looks like: a generic 2d platformer. But, it is so stale that it is virtually
unplayable. No redeemable features what-so-ever. Hope the developers make a better platformer with lore that took more than
two minutes to come up with.. It do what it should.. one of the best buys i have done in years, maybe simple maybe silly but its
truely fun. and tons of replay on it. Beautiful game!
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